
HOW TO WRITE A SOCIAL ACTION PROPOSAL

Example: If your objective is world peace, then your social action might be the drafting Research what other models
exist for what you are proposing to do?.

Your proposal must carefully discuss your project in relation to at least three specific passages from required
readings in the course. Explain how you would want your project to enhance social justice. It allowed me to
experience so many things that would have otherwise been completely off the table; notably this iceberg slow
Thai immigration line I'm waiting in while writing this. You should use the numbered subheadings as listed on
the form below. In your proposal you will carefully explain your proposed project and give a thoughtful
rationale for it. Just try and reach for the best looking fruit that you can realistically grab and take a bite.
Unless your instructor indicates otherwise, you have two options: 1 you may propose a personal act of
activism involving only yourself; 2 or you may propose a collective act that involves more people than just
yourself. All in all, I have nothing but good things to say about my experience with IVS. I had everything set
up before I left the village during my IVS program, so logistically I was set from the get go. I got to
experience two full week as a student with this community through IVS before moving here. It allowed me to
come back and further experience a culture that I had connected with in a country that is bursting with
vibrance; from the people, to the food, to the nature. I decided to come back and teach in Ban Tor Pae as it
was the best situation for both sides involved. The proposals must address a specific issue explored during the
semester in our course. Explain the kind of change or impact you hope for your project to have on the people
in your intended target group or audience. It also gave this community its first long term native English
speaking teacher. Assignment: After selecting a social justice issue to serve as the focus for your activism, you
should identify and analyze specific course readings that can be related to your selection. Have there been any
challenges and how have you overcome them? There honestly haven't been many challenges. In those two
weeks, I felt a very real and palpable connection with the people of Tor Pae. There is not a large English
proficiency in Ban Tor Pae and I have the Thai language skills of a four year old, so being thorough, explicit,
and early with communication was paramount in implementing my Social Action Plan successfully. Explain
the purpose of your project, why you are proposing it, and how you hope that your project would enhance
social justice. Note: This project may be used for university-wide assessment of the undergraduate core
curriculum. How did your relationship with Ban Tor Pae influence the planning of your proposal? Do you
have any advice you would give to students to create and implement an effective Social Action Plan? It's an
opportunity for a student to utilize what they learned about international development by creating a proposal
and implementing a project that is reflective of the larger goals of the communities they visited. Your title
should not be the same name of an existing organization or project. We strongly recommend local. But once
again, a penny of pain on the dollar of joy that the Land of Smiles offers; sounds like a good deal to me. Thus,
for this purpose, it may be reviewed by university-wide faculty and staff outside of our department. Moving to
a Tai Yai village to volunteer was not that big of a stretch. Or if you are producing an art show, what works of
art will you include?


